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New Book. Brazil is full of energy, creativity and originality. Amid its glamorous beaches and
tropical vegetation, a new generation of architects are establishing a global reputation for
themselves with houses and hotels that combine a bold contemporary aesthetic with a uniquely
Brazilian sensibility. From Sao Paulo to Rio, to the coastal towns of Paraty and Ilhabela, the
locations in this lively book cover a diverse range of projects, from stunning city homes to country
retreats and tempting coastal escapes. All the buildings feature new takes on indoor-outdoor living,
beautifully crafted local materials and original elements such as indoor gardens or integrated
courtyards, and a mastery of natural light. These qualities build upon the potent legacy of Brazilian
modernist design, which includes figureheads such as Oscar Niemeyer, Lina Bo Bardi and Robert
Burle Marx, and is represented today by such design luminaries as Marcio Kogan, Isay Weinfeld and
Arthur Casas. Featuring iconic projects by Marcos Acayaba and Pritzker-prize-winning architect
Paulo Mendes da Rocha, together with homes by designers such as Fernanda Marques, Guilherme
Torres and Andre Piva, New Brazilian House is a wonderful reflection of the vitality...
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Merely no phrases to spell out. I actually have read through and i am certain that i will gonna study once again again later on. You wont truly feel
monotony at at any time of your time (that's what catalogues are for about should you check with me).
-- Ja iden K onopelski-- Ja iden K onopelski

This kind of publication is every little thing and taught me to looking ahead of time and a lot more. It is packed with wisdom and knowledge Once you
begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ida  Her m a n-- Ida  Her m a n
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